Blue Iris book. Read 139 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A rich collection of ten poems, two essays, and two dozen of Mary Oliver...Â A rich collection of ten poems, two essays, and two dozen of Mary Oliver's classic works on flowers, trees, and plants of all sorts, elegantly illustrated, Blue Iris is the essential companion to Owls and Other Fantasies, one of the best-selling volumes of poetry of 2003 and a Book Sense 76 selection. ...more. "Blue Iris fortuitously offers an extended sequence and new contexts for a writer whose precise eye and instinct for surprising images have made her one of the best practitioners of the lyrical revelation... Oliver continues to earn applause and admiration for continuing to provide redemptive meditation and suppil praises for nature in a time when so much is under threat."Â "A companion to Oliver's recent Owls and Other Fantasies: Poems and Essays, this work presents poetry in free verse, which Oliver has perfected in all of its musicality and rhythm." & quot;A companion to Oliver's recent Owls and Other Fantasies: Poems and Essays, this work presents poetry in free verse, which Oliver has perfected in all of its musicality and rhythm." & quot;Blue Iris. Poems and Essays. Poems and Essays. By Mary Oliver. By Mary Oliver.Â A rich collection of ten poems, two essays, and two dozen of Mary Oliver's classic works on flowers, trees, and plants of all sorts, elegantly illustrated, Blue Iris is the essential companion to Owls and Other Fantasies, one of the best-selling volumes of poetry of 2003 and a Book Sense 76 selection. About Blue Iris. For poet Mary Oliver, nature is full of mystery and miracle. From the excitation of birds in the sky to the flowers and plants that are the simple garments of the earth, the natural world is her text of both the earth's changes and its permanence. This book complies with assortment from poems previously included in her other books, but it has a feel of 'one album' of its own somehow.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Five StarsBy ScoutoliverNice readable poems with varied content. A pleasant read for those seeking solace and peaceful moments.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Five StarsBy Cheryl Koskygreat book! A rich collection of ten poems, two essays, and two dozen of Mary Oliver's classic works on flowers, trees, and plants of all sorts, elegantly illustrated, Blue Iris is the essential companion to Owls and Other Fantasies, one of the best-selling volumes of poetry of 2003 and a Book Sense 76 selection. About Blue Iris. For poet Mary Oliver, nature is full of mystery and miracle. From the excitation of birds in the sky to the flowers and plants that are the simple garments of the earth, the natural world is her text of both the earth's changes and its permanence. This book complies with assortment from poems previously included in her other books, but it has a feel of 'one album' of its own somehow.